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TOPOLOGICAL MEASURE THEORY

FOR DOUBLE CENTRALIZER ALGEBRAS

BY

ROBERT A. FONTENOT(l)

ABSTRACT.  The classes of tight, r-additive, and a-additive linear

functional on the double centraliser algebra of a C*-algebra A are defined.

The algebra A is called measure compact if all three classes coincide.   Sev-

eral theorems relating the existence of certain types of approximate identi-

ties in A to measure compactness of A are proved.   Next, permanence prop-

erties of measure compactness are studied.   For example, the C*-algebra

tensor product of two measure compact C*-aIgebras is measure compact.

Next, the question of weak-star metrizability of the positive cone in the

space of tight measures is considered.   In the last part of the paper, another

topology is defined and is used to study the relationship of measure com-

pactness of A and the property that the strict topology is the Mackey to-

pology in the pairing of M(A) with the tight functionals on M(A).   Also,

in the last section of the paper is an extension of a result of Glickberg

about finitely additive measures on pseudocompact topological spaces.

1.  Introduction and preliminaries. The subject of topological measure

theory was initiated in a now classical paper by Varadarajan [28]. This theory,

having to do with measures on completely regular topological spaces, is nontrivial

even when specialized to locally compact Hausdorff spaces. The theory of double

centralizer algebras of C*-algebras comes into the picture at this point, as it is a

vehicle for extending the study of locally compact Hausdorff spaces to a non-

commutative setting.

Briefly, the object of this paper is to extend to the setting of C*-algebras a

particular specialization of classical topological measure theory, viz., the case

where all topological spaces considered are locally compact.

We first give a brief outline of topological measure theory.  For more in-

formation, the reader is referred to [28, pp. 13-19].  Let X denote a completely
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regular space and C*(X) denote the Banach algebra of all bounded complex-valued

continuous functions on X. The Baire algebra of X, denoted B*(X), is the small-

est algebra of subsets of X generated by the zero-sets of all functions in C*(X).

A positive Baire measure m on A' is a finite, nonnegative real-valued, finitely-addi-

tive set function 777 on B*(X) satisfying the condition m(A) = sup {m(Z): Z

ÇA, Z a zero set of X} for all A E B*(X). A Baire measure is any element of

the complex linear span of the positive Baire measures. For any Baire measure

777, let \m\ denote the total variation of m.  The Banach space M(X) of all Baire

measures with norm m —► \m\(X) is the adjoint of C*(X) in the natural way,

via integration [28, Theorem 6].

At this point, let us introduce some notation to be used throughout this

article.  If F is a topological vector space with a topology T then by E'T we mean

the dual space of F endowed with the topology T. If F has a normed space

structure, then by F' we mean the adjoint space of the normed space F. Note

that F may have one or more other topologies on it, but the notation F' refers

specifically to the norm topology.

With this notation established, we now proceed to discuss the duality be-

tween M(X) and C*(X)'. UFE C*(X)', then there is a unique Baire measure

7?7 such that ||F|| = ||m|| and F(g) = fgdm for all g E C*(X). Conversely, if m G

M(X) and a functional F is defined by the equation F(g) = fgdm for g G C*(X),

then FE C*(X)' and ||F|| = ||m|| [28, Theorem 6].

Three classes of Baire measures and functionals are of particular interest.

A Baire measure m is said to be o-additive if m(Zn) —*■ 0 for every sequence

{Zn} of zero-sets of X such that Zn + X CZnV„ and C\Zn = 0. A measure ttj

G M(X) is called T-additive if m(Zp) —► 0 for every net {Zp} of zero-sets of X,

such that Zp C Zq if p > q, which satisfies HZp = 0.  Finally, a measure m E

M(X) is tight if, for every e > 0, there is a compact set Ke C X so that

\m\*(X\Ke) < e (where for ECX, \m\*(E) = sup{\m(Z)\: Z is a zero-set of X, Z

C E}).  Let FE C*(X)'. F is called o-additive if F(gn) —*■ 0 for every sequence

{g„ }"=1Ç C*(X) such that gn + x <gn and gn —* 0 pointwise on X. F is

called T-additive if F(gp) —*■ 0 for every net {gp\p G P} Ç C*(X) such that gp

<gq for p > q and gp —*• 0 pointwise on X.  Finally, F is tight if F(gp) —* 0

for every net {gp} such that gp —*■ 0 uniformly on compact subsets of X. As

might be expected, tight functionals, T-additive functionals, and o-additive func-

tionals correspond to tight measures, r-additive measures and o-additive measures

via the correspondence between C*(X)' and M(X) [28].  Under this identification,

the classes of tight, r-additive and a-additive functionals (measures) are denoted

Mt(X), MT(X), and Ma(X), respectively. The central problem in topological

measure theory is to determine when MT(X) = Ma(X). Such spaces X have been

called measure compact or F-compact by various authors.
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The second concept needed in this article is that of the double centralizer

algebra of a C*-algebra A.  The double centralizer of A, denoted M(A), is the set

of all pairs (T, S) where T and S are maps from A to A satisfying aT(b) = S(a)b

for alla, b E A. M(A) has a C*-algebra structure and contains A as a two-sided

ideal. The study of M(A) for a C*-algebra A was initiated by R. C. Busby [3]

as a tool for the study of extensions of C*-algebras.

M(A) contains an isometric isomorphic copy of A imbedded as a two-sided

ideal. The strict topology for M(A), denoted j3, is that topology generated by the

seminorms x —► ||xa|| and x —► ||ax|| for x G M(A) and a E A.  The strict topol-

ogy is a locally convex topology for M(A) and A is dense [3]. The strict topol-

ogy is a generalization of the topology ß for C*(S) (S, a locally compact Haus-

dorff space) defined by R. C. Buck [2]. Let M(A)ß denote M(A) endowed with

the strict topology. The double centralizer concept is of interest because it in-

cludes many important examples. For example, if A is a commutative C*-alge-

bra, A may be regarded as the algebra C0(S) (S — the maximal ideal space of A)

of continuous functions on S vanishing at infinity. The double centralizer alge-

bra of C0(S) has been shown to be C*(S) [3], [29]. Questions about S may be

studied by looking at the relationship between C0(S) and C*(S). As another ex-

ample, consider the algebra of compact operators on the Hubert space H. M(A)

is B(H), the bounded linear operators on H [3], [20].

M(A) has been studied extensively by D. C. Taylor [26], [27]. We shall

use several of his results herein, including his characterization of the dual space

M(A)'ß.  For further information on M(A) refer to [3], [26], [27].

As a last remark; note that the letter S in this paper always denotes a loc-

ally compact Hausdorff space and C0(S) always denotes the continuous complex-

valued functions on S which vanish at infinity.

2. Basic results and permanence properties.

2.1 Definition.   Let A be a C*-algebra. Suppose {fa} is a net in M(A).

Write fa I 0 if the following three conditions are satisfied:

(1) 0</Q</forall£v;

(2) fa<fßforß<a;

(3) fa —► 0 in the strict topology.

2.2 Remark.   If A = C0(S), the algebra of continuous functions on the

locally compact Hausdorff space S which vanish at infinity, we can replace (3) in

2.1 by the assumption that fa —*■ 0 pointwise on S, by Dini's theorem.

23 Definition.  Let F be a positive linear functional on M(A). Then F is

said to be a-additive if for any sequence {/„ } Ç M(A) such that /„ I 0, F(fn)

—► 0. F is called r-additive if for any net {fa} CM(A) such that fa I 0, F(fa)

—*■ 0.  Finally, F is called tight if F is ß continuous.  For any arbitrary linear
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functional FE M(A)' write F = Fx - F2 + iF3 - /F4, where Fx, F2, F3, and

F4 are positive linear functionals on M(A). F is said to be o-additive (T-additive,

tight) if F has a decomposition such that Fx, F2, F3, and F4 are o-additive (r-

additive, tight).  Let Ma(A), MT(A) and Mt(A) denote the o-additive, r-additive,

and tight linear functionals in M(A)'.

2.4 Remark.  Using the standard technique for extending positive func-

tionals on an algebra to a Banach space of continuous functions (see [6, 2.6.4])

and the minimality property of the Lebesgue decomposition of measures, it is

easy to see that F in M(A)' is o-additive (r-additive, tight) iff the positive and

negative parts of the Hermitian parts of F have the same property.

2.5 Notation.   For F G M(A)' and x G M(A) let F • x and x • F denote the

linear functionals  on M(A) defined by the equations F • x(y) = F(xy) and x •

F(y) = F(yx) for y E M(A). The functionals F • x and x • F are in M(A)' al-

ways and belong to M(A)'ß = Mt(A) ifxEA [26, 2.1-2.3].

2.6 Proposition. Mt(A) = MT(A) C Ma(A).

Proof.  All we need to prove is that if F is a positive linear functional in

MT(A), then F G Mt(A). Choose an increasing bounded approximate identity

{e\} for A satisfying 0 < eK < / VX. Note that / - ex I 0 so that F(I - ex)

—► 0.  Let tt\ denote the positive square root of / - ex.  Then for x G M(A)

\F ■ dx(x)\2 = \F(dxx)\2 < F(I - ex)F(x*x) < \\F\\ \\x\\2F(I - ex).

Thus

||F-(/-ex)|| <\\dK\\ \\F ■ dK\\ < \\dj \\F\\l'2F(I-ex)ll2.

Hence ||F • (/ - ex)\\ -* 0 so F G Mt(A) [26].

In the classical case of topological measure theory [14], the support of a

positive measure p on a completely regular space is defined as the C\{Z: Z ÇX

is a zero set and p(Z) - p(X)}. If the support of p is the empty set, p is said to

be entirely without support [14]. The next two theorems develop the analogue

of measures entirely without support.

2.7 Theorem [27,Proposition2.5], [6,2.11.7]. LetfEM(A)'. Then

f = fx +f2 where /, G M(A)'ß and f2 G A1 = {g E M(A)': g = 0onA}.   The

decomposition is unique.  Furthermore, if fis a positive linear functional, then so

arefx and f2.

2.8 Definition.   Let A be a C*-algebra. We say that A is measure com-

pact if Ma(A) = Mt(A). This definition coincides with that given in the commu-

tative case, i.e., for the case A = C0(S).
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The next result shows that if A is not measure compact, then the situation

is the worst possible, i.e., there is an element of Ma(A) which annihilates A.

29 Theorem. Suppose that A is not measure compact.  Then there is a

nonzero positive linear functional in Ma n A1 (see 2.7).

Proof.  By hypothesis, there is a positive linear functional g in Ma(A) but

not in Mt(A). By 2.7, write g = gx + g2 with gx and g2 positive linear function-

al on M(A) such that gx E M(A)'ß = Mt(A) and g2 E AL. Then g2 E Ma(A)

sinceg2=g~gl andMt(A) CMa(A).

The next result is the analogue of the result that a Lindelöf (o compact, in

the locally compact case) topological space is measure compact.

2.10 Theorem.  Suppose A has a countable approximate identity.  Then A

is measure compact.

Proof. We may assume that A has a bounded approximate identity {en}

satisfying en <em for « < m and 0 < en < / for all «. If A is not measure com-

pact, there is a nonzero positive linear functional g in Ma n AL by 2.9. Hence,

g(en) = 0 for all n. But / - en I 0 so g(en) ̂ g(l) = \\g\\ # 0.

A set X is said to have measure compact cardinal if the set X with the dis-

crete topology is measure compact, i.e., if each countably additive measure defined

on all subsets of X which vanishes on points of AT is identically zero. The next

result is motivated by the result [13] that a paracompact space with measure

compact cardinal is measure compact. See [8, p. 241].

2.11 Theorem.   Suppose A = ÇZAX)0 (see 3.1 for definition) where Ais a

set having measure compact cardinal and each Ax is measure compact.  Then A

is measure compact.

Proof.  Note that M(A) = 2M(AX) [26, Lemma 3.1]. Suppose A is not

measure compact and that g is a nonzero positive linear functional in Ma(A) O

AL. Note that g = 0 on M(AX) (i.e., the canonical image of M(AX) in M(A)).

Let Ix denote the identity in M(AX). Let bx denote that element of M(A) whose

Xth coordinate is Ix and whose crth coordinate is zero, for a + X. For any subset

An of A, let p(A0) = i?(SxeA0^X)- Note that p vanishes on points of A. A

straightforward computation shows that p is a-additive as a measure on A. Also,

p(A) = g(I) =£ 0. The existence of p contradicts the assumption that A has mea-

sure compact cardinal. Hence A is measure compact.

2.12 Corollary.     Let S be locally compact and paracompact with the

discrete set S measure compact.  Then, S is measure compact.
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Proof.   See [8, p. 241] and use 2.10.

The concept of well-behaved approximate identity was introduced in [27].

A reasonable conjecture is that if A has a well-behaved approximate identity,

then A is measure compact. We prove a special case of this theorem, for algebras

having a series approximate identity [1]. A series approximate identity for a C*-

algebra is a family {/a}aer of projections in A such that, for each a E A,

llfl(2aeF/a)fl - a|| —► 0 as F runs through the finite subsets of I\ It is easy to see

that the net {2aeF/a: F finite ç T) is a well-behaved approximate identity for

A, where the F's are ordered by inclusion.

2.13 Theorem  Suppose A has a series approximate identity {ex: X G A}

with A having measure compact cardinal.  Then A is measure compact.

Proof.  Assume A is infinite.  Let F be a nonzero positive linear functional

in Ma(A) n A1. For A0 Ç A, define p(A0) = F(SxeAoe\)- Verify that ß is

a nonzero a-additive measure defined for all subsets of A, which vanishes on

points of A.

2.14 Lemma [3]. Suppose A and B are C*-algebras and T: A —* B is a

surjective (onto) *-homomorphism.  Then IF: M (A) —► M(B) such that F is a

*-homomorphism extending T and such that F maps the identity of M(A) onto

the identity of M(B). Furthermore, F is continuous when M(A) and M(B) are

given their respective strict topologies.

2.15 Theorem. Suppose T: A —*■ B is a surjective *-homomorphism and A

is measure compact.  Then B is measure compact.

Proof.  Suppose g is a positive linear functional in Ma(B) n BL. Let F:

M(A) —► M(B) be the extension of T whose existence is guaranteed by 2.14.  Let

F': M(B)' -+M(A)' denote the adjoint map. Let h = F'(g). If a EA, h(a) =

(F'(g))(a) = g(F(a)) = g(T(a)) = 0 since g = 0 on B.  Suppose {a„} Ç A and

an i 0. Then h(an) = g(F(an)) —* 0 since F preserves order, is norm decreasing

and ß-continuous. Thus h E MQ(A) and h = 0 on A. Since A is measure com-

pact, h = 0. Let IA and IB denote the identity elements in M(A) and M(B) re-

spectively. Then

0 - h(IA) = (F'(s))(IA) = g(F(IA)) = g(IB) « \\g\l

Hence, g = 0, so B is measure compact.

2.16 Corollary. If A and B are *-isomorphic C*-algebras, then A is mea-

sure compact if and only if B is.

2.17 Corollary. Suppose X and Y are homeomorphic locally compact

topological spaces.  Then X is measure compact iff Y is.
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2.18 Corollary. Suppose S is a measure compact topological space and

Fa closed subset ofS.  Then F is measure compact.

Proof. The restriction map F: C0(S) —*■ C0(F) is surjective.

An important problem in topological measure theory is the determination

of the Prohorov spaces. A completely regular space X is called Prohorov if every

weak-* compact subset of the positive tight measures on X is uniformly tight

[28].  It is known that locally compact spaces are Prohorov. Our next result is

a generalization of this commutative result.

2.19 Theorem. Suppose H Ç M(A)'ß is ß weak-* compact and consists of

positive linear functionals.  Then H is ß-equicontinuous.

Proof.  We use the criterion for /3-equicontinuity in [26, Theorem 2.6].

Note that H is norm bounded.  Suppose that {ex: X G A} is an approximate

identity for A such that 0 <ex </VX G A and {ex} is increasing. Let e > 0.

Since I - ex —► 0 in the strict topology, the sets {F G H: F(I - ex) < e} form

a j3-weak-* open cover of H. The compactness of H implies that we can choose

a finite set {Xf}?=, from A so that HÇ\J}=X{FE H: F(I- ex¡) < e}. Choose

X0 in A such that X0 > X¡, i = 1, . . . , n. Then X > X0 implies 0 < / - ex < /

- ex. for 1 < / < n so that F(I - ex) < e for all F G H.  Hence, letting dx denote

the positive square root of I - ex,

\\dx-F-dx\\=dx'F-dx(i) = F(I-ex)<e

for X >X0. Thus

||(7 - ex) • F ■ (I - ex)\\ = \\d2x ■ F ■ d2x\\ < \\dx\\2\\dx ■ F • dx\\ < e

for X > X0. Thus H is 0-equicontinuous by Taylor's criterion [26].

There are many questions suggested by our work on generalized topological

measure theory. What we have presented here, together with the next result, is

only a beginning. As a corollary to the theorem on tensor products below, we

have that finite products of locally compact measure compact spaces are measure

compact.

For this result, we need the concept of the C*-tensor product of C*-alge-

bras. We sketch the construction and refer the reader to [22] for a more detailed

treatment.

2.20 Definition. Let A and B be C*-algebras and A ® B denote the alge-

braic tensor product of A and B, regarded as a set of bilinear forms on A' x B'.

Define involution for "elementary tensors" a ® b by (a ® b)* = a* ® b* and

extend linearly. If (f,g)EA' x B', let / ® g&?=,a¡ ® b¡) - S/i,/(«/¥*/)•  If

/and g are positive,/® g is positive [22]. The C*-tensor product of A and B
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is the completion of A ® B under the norm c*0, defined for x G A ® B by a0(x)

- sup {(/ ® g(y*x*xy)/f ® g(y*y))1^2 : f and g are positive linear functional of

norm < 1 on A and B, respectively, and y G A ® B such that / ® g(y*y) =£ 0}.

From a slightly different viewpoint, if we let it^g denote the representation of

A ® B associated with the positive functional / ® g [6, Chapter 2], then a0(x)

= sup{||Tty8Ä(x)||: /and g are positive linear functionals of norm < 1 on A and

B respectively}.

We shall let A ®a   B denote the C*-tensor product of A and B.

2.21 Theorem. Suppose A and B are measure compact. Then so is A®aQB.

Proof.  Regard A as a subset of M(A) and B as a subset of M(B) in the

natural way.  Suppose that F is a a-additive positive linear functional on

M(A ®ao B) and F # 0. We shall show that F ± 0 on /I ®B. First, we show that

M(A ®ao 5) contains naturally imbedded copies of M (A) and M(B).

Let a' G M04) and Ux(a') = (¿a', Tía') where La' is the linear map on A ®

5 defined by ¿a'ÍSa,. ® Z>.) = 2a'af ® 6,, for Saf ® 6, G ^ ® B, and

Ra'(Xa¡ ® ¿.) = Sa,^' ® ö,-. We verify that Ra' and La' are well defined. For

if 2a,- ® />,- - 0, i.e., represents the zero form, so that S^a,)^/»,) = 0 for all ip

G A', ty E B', then Za'a¡ ®b¡ = 0 also, since if y E A' and # G B', then

E^a'a,)^/»,) = Ep(ai)\p(bi) = 0, where p = <p • a' (see 2.5).  Thus, /a' is well

defined; similarly, Ra' is well defined.

For boundedness, let us assume that a' G A. Let ip be a positive linear func-

tional on B. We want to show that

iw(2>tf,®£,)  <IMI  rw(Xa/®0l.) .

Let Z/^, H^, and Z/^®^ be the Hubert spaces constructed from A, B and A ® B

by means of the positive functionals (¿>, t//, and y ® \p. Sakai notes [22, p. 61]

that n^g^ on //^g,^ is unitarily equivalent to 11^ ® 11^ on H^ S H^ (where

"&" denotes the tensor product of Hubert spaces defined in Dixmier [30, p. 21].

By making the appropriate identifications, we are able to restrict our attention to

the pre-Hilbert space A^ ® B^ where A^ denotes the pre-Hilbert space constructed

from <p and A and B^ denotes the pre-Hilbert space constructed from i// and B.

Let Z^ and /^ denote the identity operator on H^ and H^ respectively. Then,

n, ® ̂ (Z^ ® b) = (n*>(«') ® '*) ° (n* ® n*(Z«/ ® */)) •

Hence,
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iw(2>,®&/)  -  n^®n^2>,.®o,.

< n>')®J   MV ® n^Za,- ® *,)

iyo ® i* ¡n^L«,®*,)

The first equality and the last follow because n^g^ and fi"^ ® U^ are uni-

tarily equivalent, as noted above.

Our problem then reduces to computing the norm of the operator U^a')

® Iy onAip®Bí¡/. By using 2.22 (following this theorem) plus the fact that n^

is norm decreasing, we see that

Thus

lin^aOA^IKIin/aOIMI^IKWI-

iw(l>/® */)   <M   iW^,.®/},.)

so that La, is a bounded linear operator on A ® B of norm < ||a'|| and so extends

to A ®aQ B.   Similarly, Ra, extends to all of A ®aQ B with norm < ||a'||.

In the above discussion, we assumed that a' G A. Now suppose that a' G

M(A) and that {a'a} is a net in A such that a'a —► a' in the strict topology.

Choose {a'a} so that ||a'a|| < ||a'|| for all a. Then

«0(^.(5:«/®*/)) =a0(r«'«/®*,)

(/W(y*2(a'a,.) * ®bf (Sfl'a,. ®b¡)y)\112
sup

jy v®W*y)

0<^ei4Miv||<i,o<*ei4*,||^||<i

ip® \p(y*y)*0,yEA ®BI
Suppose y = "Zc, ® d¡.  Since we may regard \p as an element of M(A)'ß, inserting

2cf ® d¡ for >» in the above expression and evaluating y ® \p, we get that
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a0(Za'a¡ ® b¡) = limaa0(Sfl¿a¿ ® b¡). This last fact follows from the ß-continu-

ity of i/).  Hence,

<*o (¿«'(2>i ® */)) < to IKIIo0(L«i ® *,) < lk*'ll<*0(2>, ® */)•

Thus ||Ia,|| < lla'll for arbitrary a' EM(A) and a similar result holds for Ra,. By

using the fact that a0 is a cross norm (a0(x ® y) = ||x|| ||j>||), we see that ||Fa,||

= ||¿a,|| = lla'H.  It is also clear that if x, y E A ® B, then xLa,(y) - Fa,(x).y, so

that by continuity of La, and Ra„ we get that (La„ Ra,) E M(A ®UQ B).

We may summarize the preceding arguments by saying that Ux : M(A) —►

M(A ®q0 F) defined by Ux(a') = (La,, Ra.) is a *-isomorphism into. Similarly

we may define a *-isomorphism II2: M(B) —*■ M(A ®ao B) with Iï2(ô') =

(Lb,, Rb.) for b' G M(B) where Lb.(Zat ® b¡) = Sa,. ® b'b¡ and /{¿.(Za, ® b¡) =

Sa,- ® bp'.

We are now ready to prove the theorem.  First note the following fact:   If

{a'n} C M(A) and a'n —* 0ß, then II1 (a'n) —*■ 0^, i.e., in the strict topology on

M(A ®ao B) defined by A ®a   B.  For note that by the uniform boundedness

theorem {||ajj|} is bounded; thus it suffices to verify that La, and Ra, converge

to zero pointwise as operators on A ® B. This is clear.  Similarly if {b'n} CM(B)

and b'„ —*■ 0 then U2(b'n) —> 0 in the strict topology of M(A ®a(j B).

With these remarks in mind, one sees that the linear functional Fx defined

by the equation F,(x) = F(fl, (x)), for x G M(A), is a nonzero o-additive posi-

tive linear functional on M(A). By measure compactness of A, 3 a EA+ so that

F(n, (a2)) > 0. Define a linear functional F2 on M(B) by the equation F2(y) =

F(Ux(a)fl2(y)nx(a)) and note that F2 is nonzero, o-additive, and positive. Mea-

sure compactness of F then yields the existence of b E B+ so that

F(ni(a)n2(o)n,(a)) > 0. Since it is easily checked that n,(a)n2(o)n1(a) = a2

® b, we have that F(a2 ®b)>0, i.e., F does not annihilate A ® B. Since F is

an arbitrary o-additive positive linear functional on M(A ®ao B), it follows that

A ®aQ B is measure compact.

We now state and prove the lemma used in this proof.

2.22 Lemma. Let Hx and H2 be two Hilbert spaces and Hx ® H2 be the

completion of Hx ® H2 with the inner product defined for elementary tensors

by <x, ® x2, yx ®y2) = (xx, yx) <x2, ;>2> with xx,yx G F, and x2, y2 E H2.

Suppose T G /?(//,) aTîci I2 is the identity operator on H2.  Let T ® I2 be the

operator on Hx ® F2 defined by T ® /2(Sx,- ® g¡) = S T(x¡) ® y¡.   Then T ®

I2 E B(HX ® H2) and \\T ® I2\\ < ||7|| so that Textends to all of Hx § H2.

Proof.   Let Hxi ® y¡ be an element of Hx ® H2. We may suppose that

{y¡} is an orthonormal set. Then
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T®I. fa® y,)IZnx^yÁ =zT(x,)\

Z*i     = t \\\\Zxi®yi

Henee ||r®Z2|| <||7Ï|.

3.  Metrizability of Mt(A)+. An interesting theorem due to Varadarajan

[28, Theorem 13] states that MT(X)+ (the positive cone in MT(X)) is weak-*

metrizable (in the relative weak-* topology from Cb(X)*) iff X is metrizable.

The specialization of the nontrivial half of the theorem to locally compact

spaces states that if S is locally compact and metrizable, then M*(S) is weak-*

metrizable (recall that Mt(S) — MT(S) for locally compact S). In this section, we

extend this result to a C*-algebra setting. Our method, applied in the commuta-

tive case under the assumption that S is locally compact, yields an easier proof

of Varadarajan's result.

3.1 Definition.   Suppose {Xp\p G P} is a collection of normed spaces

(algebras). By the subdirect sum of the family {Xp\p G P), denoted (LXp)0,

we mean {x = (xp) G WXp: Ve > 0, 3F ç P, F finite, such that ||xp|| < e Vp

£ F}. Pointwise algebraic operations and norm||x|| = sup||x || make (EXp)0 a

normed space (algebra). By the /"-sum of the family {Xp\p E P}, denoted 2Xp,

we mean {x = (xp) G UXp: sup||xp|| < ■»}. With pointwise operations and

norm ||x|| = sup||xp||, 2Xp is a normed space (algebra). Finally, by the I1-sum

of the family of normed spaces {Xp\p E P], denoted (HXp)x, we mean {x =

(xp) G n^Tp: 2||xp|| < °°}where the 2||xp|| has the obvious meaning. Pointwise

operations and norms given by ||x|| = 2||x || make ÇEXp)x a normed space. Note

that if all the X  are Banach spaces, so are (ZXp)0, 2Zp, and (SXp)x. Also, if

all Xp are C*-algebras, so are (2Xp)0 and HXp.

We now state the main theorem of this section:

3.2 Theorem. Let {Ap\p EP} be a family of norm separable C*-algebras

and A = (2,4p)0. Then the weak-* topology on M*(A) = (M(A)'ß)+ is

metrizable.

3.3 Lemma.  Let A be a C*-algebra, F G Mt(A)+, and {Fp\pE P) be a net

contained in M+(A). Let I denote the identity ofM(A). Suppose Fp(x) —>

F(x) for allxEA and Fp(I) —> F(I). Then Fp^>F weak-*.

Proof.  We may assume that {F } and F are in the unit ball of Mt(A)

since ||Fp|| = Fp(I) -> F(I) = \\F]\ [6, 2.1.4].  Let x GM(yl), ||x|| < 1, and

e > 0. Choose a G A such that 0 < a < / and F(I - a) < e2/9. Thus, also

F((I - a)2) < e2/9. Choose p0 such that p>p0 implies Fp((I - a)2) < e2/9,
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and |Fp(ax) - F(ax)| < e/3. Then p > p0 implies that | Fp(x) - F(x)\ < e.

Thus Fp—► F weak-*.

The next lemma is a special case of 3.2 that furnishes the idea for the proof

of 3.2.

3.4 Lemma. Let Abe a norm separable C*-algebra.   Then Mt(A)+ is weak-*

metrizable.

Proof.  Let {a„}"=1 be a countable dense set in the unit ball of A. De-

fine a function d on Mt(A)+ x Mt(A)+hy

d(F, G) = |F(Z) - G(Z)| + ¿ 1 |F(a„) - G(a„)|.
n=l z

Clearly, d is a metric on Mt(A)  .

We now show that d induces the weak-* topology.  Suppose {F \p EP}

Ç Mt(A)+ and Fp-* F weak-*, where F G Mt(A)+. Since ||Fp|| = Fp(I) -*

F(I) = \\F\\ and d preserves nonnegative scalars (d(cF, cG) = cd(F, G) for c > 0)

we may assume that ||Fp|| < 1 Vp G Z> and ||F|| < 1.  Let e > 0 and choose an

integer N such that 2"_w+1 1/2" < e/6. Then choose p0 E P such that p > p0

implies sup, <II<Ar |Fp(a„) - F(a„)| < e/3 and |Fp(I) - F(Z)| < e/3. Then p >

p0 -»• d(Fp, F) < e. Conversely, suppose that d(Fp, F) —*■ 0 for a net {Fp} Ç

Mf(yl)+ and a functional FinMi04)+. We may assume that ||Fp|| < lVp and

||F|| < 1.  It is then easy to see that Fp(a) —*■ F(a) for all a G A.   Since Fp(I)

—► F(I) also, we have Fp —* F weak-* by 3.3. This concludes the proof of 3.4.

We now prove 3.2:

Proof.   If A = (2/lp)0, then M(A) = (LM(Ap)) and Mt(A) = (zZMt(Ap))x

[26, Lemma 3.1].

For each p EP, let dp be the metric on Mf(/lp)+, constructed as in 3.4

such that d   induces the weak-* topology on Aff04p)+.  Recalling the construc-

tion, note that if/and g belong to AffG4p), then dp(f, g) < 2||/-f||.

Define a metric on Mt(A)+ = CLMt(Ap))x by

d(F, H) =\F(I)- H(I)\ + X dp(Fp, Hp)
pBP

where F = (Fp|p G P) and H = (Hp\p e p) belong to Mf(A) and the sum has

the obvious meaning. Note that the sum converges since

Z dp(Fp,Hp)<2  Z
pep     \        /        pep

FP~HP F-H <°°.

Also, / in the above denotes (Zp) where Zp is the identity in M(Ap). By straight-

forward computations and using 3.3, verify that d induces the weak-* topology

on Mt(A)+.
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The last results in this section show that the fact that M(A) has an identity

and that we are considering the positive cone in Mt(A) are vital to 3.2.

35 Remark. The following are equivalent:

(1) M0(A) is a weak-* metrizable.

(2) Mt(A) is a weak-* metrizable.

(3) A is finite dimensional.

Proof.  We prove only the implication (2) ■* (3) as the implications (1) =»

(2) and (3) =*(1) are clear.

Suppose that A is infinite dimensional. We shall first show that every weak-*

neighborhood of zero in Mt(A) contains an element of arbitrarily large norm.

Let V = {F: F E Mt(A) and IF^-)! < e for 1 < / < n, where {x¡}n=x C M(A)}

be a typical such neighborhood. Choose a EA, a ¥= 0. By using the Hahn-Banach

theorem, construct a nonzero functional F G M(A)' such that F(ax¿) = 0 for 1 <

/ < n.  Let H = F ■ a (see 2.5). Then H E M(A)'ß [26] and H(x¡) = 0 for 1 < /

< n.  Since any multiple of H belongs to V, our claim is established.

Since Mt(A) = M(A)'ß is weak-* metrizable and each weak-* neighborhood

of zero contains elements of arbitrarily large norm, we may choose a sequence

{Fn}n°=i ÇMr00 such that ||F„|| > n for each ti and F„ —► 0 weak-*. How-

ever, {F„}~=1 QM(A)', the norm dual of M(A) and must be norm bounded by

the uniform boundedness theorem since M(A) is a Banach space. This contradic-

tion establishes 3.5.

3.6 Remark.  Suppose A is a C*-algebra without identity. Then (A')+, the

positive cone in the norm dual A', is weak-* metrizable iff A is finite dimensional.

Proof.  We may use the same idea as in 3.5, provided we show that every

weak-* zero neighborhood of zero in A' contains a positive element of arbitrarily

large norm.  It suffices to show that, given a finite set {x,-}"., CA+, the posi-

tive cone of A, 3F G (A')+ such that H(x¡) = 0, 1 < / < n. Let F be the C*-

algebra generated by {x,-}, / the identity in M(A), and C = {x + XI: x E B and

X is a complex number} be the C*-algebra generated by B and /. The functional

/ on C defined by the equation f(x + XI) = X is positive and so extends to a posi-

tive functional F on M(A). Let H be the restriction of F to A.

4. The condition Ma(A) = M(A)' and a conjecture on measure compact-

ness. We begin this section by looking at a property equivalent to pseudocom-

pactness of the spectrum in the commutative case [11].

4.1 Definition. A C*-algebra is said to have Dini's property if every se-

quence {x„}"_, CM(A) which satisfies xn i 0 converges to zero in norm.

The next result generalizes an interesting result due to Glicksberg [11].

The idea of the proof is Varadarajan's [28].

4.2 Theorem. A has Dini's property iff M(A)' = Ma(A).
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Proof.  Dini's property on A implies that M(A)' Ç Mg(A); since Mg(A) Ç

M(A)' always holds (by definition), M(A)' = Ma(A).

On the other hand, suppose that {an}"_1 Ç M(A) such that an Í 0 but

||a„|| > 1 for all «.  Let h¡ he a state (positive linear functional of norm one) of

M(A) such that ht{a¡) = Ha,!!, for 1 < ¿  Note that for / > 1 and p > i, hp(a¡) >

hp(ap)>l.

Let / be a Banach limit on /°° [9, p. 73] and define a functional Fon

M(A) by the equation F(x) = L({hn(x)}). Clearly F G M(A)' and F is positive.

For any real sequence {sn}™=1 Ç /", lim {sn} <L({sn}) < lim{s„} [9,

p. 73]. Thus, Fia,) = L({hn(a¡)}) > ljm {hn(at)}~=x > 1, since hn(a,) > 1 for

n > i. Hence, F $ Ma(A). This concludes the proof of 4.2.

The next result we aim at states that if M(A) (the spectrum or structure

space of M(A); see [6, p. 60]) is Hausdorff, then the strict topology ß is the

Mackey topology in the pairing (M(A),Mt(A)) if A is measure compact. This is

a generalization of the specialization to locally compact spaces of a nice result

due to Sentilles [24, Theorem 5.7].  Unfortunately, we do not get this result, as

we need to prove that A has one additional property; however, it is reasonable to

believe that this property holds for all C*-algebras and that proving this requires

only a technical tool from the theory of inductive limits of topological vector

spaces. Regardless, we do get an interesting result, 4.6, as a by-product of our efforts.

We first define a topology ßx, on M(A), in analogy to the definition of

Sentilles and show that this topology is the Mackey topology in the pairing with

its dual. We then show, under the assumption that M(A) is Hausdorff, that

M(A)'ßl = M0(A).
4.3 Definition.   A two-sided ideal / ç M(A) is called admissible if / is a

C*-subalgebra with a countable approximate identity such that A Ç J.   For each

admissible ideal /, let ßj be the locally convex topology on M(A) defined by the

seminorms x —► ||ax|| and x —► ||xa|| for x G M(A) and a G /.  Define the topol-

ogy ßx on M(A) as the intersection of the topologies ßj or, equivalently, as the

inductive limit of the topologies ßj.

4.4 Remark.  It follows from [26, 2.5] that the sets V= {x EM(A):

||ax|| < 1 and ||xa|| < 1} for a G /+ is a base at zero for the topology ßj. Note

also that ß < ßx since ß^ßj for each admissible ideal / since each such J DA.

4.5 Proposition, (a) M(A)'ßx = Ç\{M(A)'ej: J is an admissible ideal of

M(A)}.

(W) H Ç M(A)'ßx is ßx-equicontinuous iff H is ßj-equicontinuous for each

admissible ideal J.

(c) The Mackey topology in the pairing (M(A), M(A)'ßx) is ßx.

Proof.   Parts (a) and (b) follow from the definition of ßx as the inductive

limit of the topologies ßj.
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For part (c), let F be a weak-* compact set in M(A)'ßi Ç M(A)'. From

[27, Theorem 2.1] we have that M(J) = M(A) for each admissible ideal /.   Re-

sults of Taylor [27, Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.4] imply that every weak-*

compact subset of M(J)'ß = M(A)'ßj is j37-equicontinuous, since / has a countable

approximate identity. Thus F is ßj-equicontinuous for each /, and hence, F is

ßx -equicontinuous by 4.5 (b). Thus ßx is the Mackey topology as claimed [21,

p. 62].

4.6 Theorem. Assume that M(A), the structure space ofM(A) [6, p. 60],

is Hausdorff.   Then M(A)'ßx = Ma(A).

Proof.  Suppose F is a positive linear functional in M0(A). To show F be-

longs to M(A)'ßx, it suffices to show F is in M(A)'ßj for each admissible ideal /.

Let J be an admissible ideal and {e„}~=1 a countable increasing bounded approx-

imate identity in / such that 0 < en < / where / denotes the identity in M(A).

Then / - en I 0 so F(I - e„) -* 0. Let c„ = (I - en)l/2. Thus ||c„ ■ F • c„||

—* 0 (see 2.5 and [6, 2.1.9]). Hence,

||(/ -en)-F-(I- en)\\ < ||c„||2||c„ • F • cj — 0,

so F is ̂ -continuous [26, 2.1], [25].

For the converse, let e > 0, {x„}~=1 CM(A), and xn I 0. Considering

the continuous functions tt —♦ l|7r(x„)|| on M (A), let K = CÇ= x {it E M(A):

IK*„)II > e/2}. Note that K is compact.

Let IK = {x G M(A): n(x) =0 V7t G K}. We will show that IK is an

admissible ideal of M (A).

First note that Â, the structure space of A, is a subset of M(A) since A is

an ideal of A, i.e., .4 may be identified with an open subset of M(A), {ir EM(A):

7t is not identically zero on A} [6]. We will show that K O Â is void.  Let 7r0 G

Â and choose, by virtue of Urysohn's lemma, a continuous function h such that

A(rr0) = 1 and h = 0 on M(A)\A. By means of the Dauns-Hofmann Theorem

[5], [7] applied to the algebraM(A), let z EM(A) such that 7r(z) = h(n)i¡(I) for

all 7t G M(A) (here / denotes the identity in M(A)). Note that z E A since 7r(z)

= 0 for all 7T G M(A)\A and M(A)\Â may be canonically identified with the

structure space of the (quotient) algebra M(A)/A [6]. We now show that 7T0 £

K.  Since x„ —* 0^, ||zx„|| —► 0 so

IM*«)» * K(Ixn)W " H^O^O^JII = HÍAfroKWKÍ*»!)"

= HiZ>QÍXn)\\ = I|770(ZX„)|| < ||ZX„|| — 0.

Therefore 7r0 £ K, hence Â O K is void as claimed. With this established, we

see that .4 ÇIK.

We next demonstrate that IK has a countable bounded approximate iden-
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tity.  Let B = {f: f is a continuous complex fonction on M(A) and / = 0 on K}.

Since AT is a compact Gs in M(A), B has a countable approximate identity con-

sisting of continuous functions {gn}„c=x satisfying 0 <gn < 1 for all n. Using

the Dauns-HofmannTheorem applied to M(A) [5], [7], choose a sequence {z„}"=1

of Hermitian elements in M(A) such that ~n(zn) = gn(Tt)n(I) for all it E M(A).

Observe that {zn} CIK. It is straightforward to verify that {z„} is an approxi-

mate identity for IK.

We continue with the proof that M(A)'ßx Ç Ma(A). Let F G M(A)'ßx with

||F|| < 1. Then Fis ßlR-continuous, so by [26, 2.1] and results in [25] we may

factor F = H -a where a GIK such that ||a|| < 1 and \\H\\ < 2 (see 2.5).  Let e

> 0 be as previously chosen and 0 = {it E M(A): \\-n(a)\\ < e/2}. Note K CO

since aEIK. Then 3/V such that n > N => {7r: ||rr(x„)|| > e/2} ç 0. Hence

n >N * ||F(x„)|| = ||ZZ(ax„)|| < 2||ax„|| - 2 sup||Tr(ax„)||

< 2 sup||ir(a)|| ||7r(x„)|| < e.
IT

Thus F(xn) —► 0 and hence F G M0(A) since {x„} was an arbitrary sequence in

M(A) such that x„ I 0.

This concludes the proof of 4.6.

Conjecture.   Let A be a measure compact C*-algebra such that M(A)

has a Hausdorff structure space. Then ß = ßx ; hence 0 is the Mackey topology in

the pairing (M(A), Mt(A)).

4.7 Proposition. Let {xp\p EP} be a net in M(A) such that 0 <xp </

for all p EP. Then xp —* 0 ß iffxp —* 0 uniformly on weak-* compact sets of

positive tight measures.

Proof.  Let S+ denote positive functionals in the unit sphere of the norm

dual M(A)'. For each a G A+, a • S+ • a (see 2.5) is a weak-* compact set of

positive tight measures. Thus supyes||/(axpa)|| —>p 0; hence ||axp/2|| = Hax^H1'

—»-0. So

||xpa|| = ||axp|| < ||axp/21| ||xp/21| — 0.

Thus xp —► 0 ß. The converse is clear since weak-* compact sets of positive

measures are equicontinuous by 2.19.

4.8 Example.  The result in 4.7 comes about as close as one can come to

generalizing the commutative result which states that ß is the topology of uni-

form convergence on the weak-* compact sets of positive tight measures [24,

Theorem 5.5].

Let T denote the locally convex topology on M(A) with seminorms x —►

llaxall for x G M(A) and a G A+. It is easy to see that 7/ < ß and that M(A)'T =

M(A)'0 = Mt(A). It is also fairly easy to see that T agrees with the topology of
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uniform convergence on weak-* compact sets of Mt(A) on bounded sets of M (A).

Let A denote the compact operators on an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space H;

M(A) is then B(H), the algebra of bounded linear operators on H. Consider the

restriction of T and ß to the Hermitian part Sn of the unit ball in B(H). It is

easily seen that T coincides with the weak operator topology on Sn and ß coin-

cides with the strong operator topology on Sh. It is well known that the weak

and strong operator topologies do not coincide on Sh ; thus ß and the uniform

convergence topology are distinct.

4.9 Question.   Is 4.7 true when ß is replaced by ßx ? In the commutative

case 0, is shown to be the topology of uniform convergence on weak-* compact

subsets of Ma(A)+; this result is deduced using the analogous result for ß and the

fact that ß is locally solid [23]. Unfortunately ß is not in general locally solid;

e.g., if A is the algebra of compact operators on an infinite-dimensional Hilbert

space H, ß on Af(,4) = B(H), the bounded linear operators on H, is not locally

solid. Nevertheless, the author believes that 4.7 holds for /?, also and that only

technicalities involved in the definition of the inductive limit topology stand in

the way of a proof. The commutative result is used to prove that X measure

compact => ß = ßx, hence ß is the Mackey topology in the pairing (C*(X), Mt(A)).

We seek a noncommutative extension of this result.

4.10 Remark.   If the answer to 4.9 is yes, then the following result obtains:

A measure compact and M(A) has a Hausdorff structure space => ß = ßx and ß is

the Mackey topology in the pairing (M(A), Mt(A)).

We give a proof of this claim.  Since ß < ßx and ß is the finest locally con-

vex topology agreeing with itself on bounded sets of M(A) [26, 2.7] it suffices

to show that for a bounded net {fp} ÇM(A), fp —► 0 ß => fp —► 0 0,. By de-

composing each / into its Hermitian parts and then using polar decomposition

on each part we may assume that 0 < fp < / for each p G P. Since fp —► 0 ß,

fp —► 0 uniformly on weak-* compact sets of M~f(A) = Mq(A); our assumption

that 4.8 holds for ßx =>fp —*■ 0 ßx. Thus ß = ßx as claimed.

We have seen the importance of Question 4.9 in proving the result mentioned

in 4.10. Hopefully, a way of answering 4.9 in the affirmative can be found.
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